PHOTO CONTEST 2015 WINERUN
Under the Winerun held in Lanzarote, on June 13th and 14th 2015 , the contest is presented in order to
select the three best picturess which express the best way to see and understand this event , and the
special beauty of space in which elapses.
TOPIC
Images will be accepted before , during and after focusing on all its aspects , food, wine , landscapes,
both from within the organization , and the point of view of the participant, volunteer or spectator, in the
sections of race or in the finish line and the food and wine event.
Especially images that exemplify the beauty of Geria related leisure activity which takes place through
the photographic art print each participant and original approach to each asset, will be valued.
PARTICIPANTS
As runners and those that only go to see and enjoy the event may participate, but just the first ones can
access to the run route to take shots, not being able to do that who do not have a BIB number (who may
use external and near to the route spaces) .
INSCRIPTION
The presentation of the photographs must be made before June 18 , 2015. The submitted pictures must be
original and unpublished. Under the inscription, participants certify that they are the authors of the
pictures and that they are one's own work, original and unreleased.
ADMISSION OF WORKS AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
A maximum of five pictures per participant will be accepted. These must be submitted by email to
info@lanzarotewinerun.com with the following documentation and features:
Up to five pictures in JPG format, whose larger side is 2,000 pixels, with a resolution of 200 DPI and with
a size up to 1Mb. The filename will be understood as the title of the submitted work.
Please attach a Word document with the photographer's contact details : address, telephone and email
contact.
The winning photos should be sent to the organization in TIFF format, 300DPI and a size of 30*40cm for
promotion of the competition and the event in the present and following exhibitions.

JURY
It shall consist of a minimum of five people: two professional photographers, one winemaker or member
of the "Consejo Regulardor de Vinos DO Lanzarote", a professional of tourism of the island and a
member of the organization WineRun 2015. As a secretary there will be a technician of the "Servicio de
Promoción Económica" of the Cabildo de Lanzarote.
AWARDS
1st Award: Stay a week in Sands Beach Resort Hotel – Accomodation for two people winth breakfast and
a box of three bottles of wine from Lanzarote.
2nd Award : Two Binter Canarias tickets from any Canary Island and a box of three bottles of wine from
Lanzarote.
3th Award: A dinner for two people in “El Toro” Restaurant and a box of three bottles of wine from
Lanzarote.
Other 5 selected photos: Gift basket of sponsors and agricultural products of the island.
The winners will be announced publicly before July 1, 2015, through publication on the web, Facebook
and news release.
DUTY
The authors of the winning photographs transfers to the Winerun organization as organizer of this
competition and the Cabildo of Lanzarote the rights of use, dissemination, distribution , public
communication, exhibition and reproduction on order for promotional and/or cultural purposes always
having to indicate the name of the author of the photo.
The participants guarantees and take responsibility for compliance with the provisions on intellectual
property and image rights on the photos presented, stating that its diffusion and/or reproduction as part of
the contest, not injure or harm third parties and assume personally any liability arising thereof.
OBLIGATIONS
Participants in this contest may not invade or hinder in any way the route of the competition at any time.
No specific accreditations will be given to participate in the contest.

ACEPTATION
Participation in this competition implies acceptance of each and every one of these rules and the final
decision of the jury.

